Weddings

1. Match them up!
Match the wedding words and the definitions.

- bride: the man who helps the groom
- groom: the woman or girl who helps the bride
- bridesmaid: the man who is getting married
- best man: the woman who is getting married
- wedding rings: a special cake for a wedding
- wedding cake: the flowers that the bride carries
- bouquet: the holiday the bride and groom have after the wedding
- honeymoon: the rings that the bride and groom give each other

2. True or false?
Circle true or false for these sentences.

a. In Hindu tradition, rain on your wedding day is good luck.  true  false
b. In Russia, the bride and groom are usually given crowns.  true  false
c. In China, brides usually wear a blue dress.  true  false
d. In Japan, brides usually wear white clothes.  true  false
e. In the UK, the bride often throws the cake to the other women.  true  false
f. In Iraq, the bride and groom often give out sweets to family and friends.  true  false
g. In Brazil, the bride and groom’s emails are written in each other’s rings.  true  false
h. In Greece, the bride can put a sugar cube in her hair for luck.  true  false
3. Find the words!
Find the words from exercise 1 in the wordsearch below.

```
B Q G W U K B D T Y O Z
O R B R I D E S M A I D
U E I M O X S W J C R P
Q I S D H O T V A Q Y V
U H O N E Y M O O N Q G
E X B P L T A F U Z S N
T W E D D I N G C A K E
W E D D I N G R I N G S
```

4. Write and draw!
What do the bride and groom wear in your country? Draw a picture and write about it!